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The gallery warmly remembers sculptor Alain Kirili whose death deeply saddens friends
and colleagues.    

Working with Alain since the 1970s has been a privilege and joy.   
His forged metal works, striking in their power and force,  were at the same time elegant

and graceful. 
A gifted artist, Alain had a love of people that was generous and joyful.  He and his lovely wife Ariane held

beautiful salons at their White Street loft, featuring art and music experiences that enriched all who
gathered.   

Alain's brave battle with cancer did not dim his exuberance or his passion.  To see him honored by his
native France as Commander of the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres was a well-deserved tribute. 

It was an honor to know Alain, to exhibit his sculpture, and to be embraced by his buoyant personality and
open-hearted love of life, people, food and wine.  

A toast to Alain and his wonderful work, with love to Ariane.
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Alain Kirili exhibition invitation, Ghislain Mollet - Vieville and Jean-Paul Najar, Paris 1977.
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Alain Kirili, Sculptor Who Lent Warmth to Industrial Materials, Has Died at 74
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